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Fig. 1. Single spatial light modulator (SLM) occlusion-capable optical see-through augmented reality (OST-AR) display. The SLM is
composed of micromirrors that reflect light from either (a) an illumination source or (b) a physical scene toward the user. (c) For AR
applications, we aim to display a target composite of the physical scene (the lion and background) and some digital content (the rhino
and shadows). The proposed factorization algorithm computes optimal mirror states for the (d) LED illumination and (e) light blocking
of the physical scene, which combined form the best approximation to this target. Photographs of (f) this composition displayed on
our prototype show significant improvement in color fidelity and light-blocking ability over (g) a conventional beamsplitter approach
that additively combines digital and physical content.
Abstract—Occlusion is a powerful visual cue that is crucial for depth perception and realism in optical see-through augmented reality
(OST-AR). However, existing OST-AR systems additively overlay physical and digital content with beam combiners – an approach that
does not easily support mutual occlusion, resulting in virtual objects that appear semi-transparent and unrealistic. In this work, we
propose a new type of occlusion-capable OST-AR system. Rather than additively combining the real and virtual worlds, we employ a
single digital micromirror device (DMD) to merge the respective light paths in a multiplicative manner. This unique approach allows
us to simultaneously block light incident from the physical scene on a pixel-by-pixel basis while also modulating the light emitted by
a light-emitting diode (LED) to display digital content. Our technique builds on mixed binary/continuous factorization algorithms to
optimize time-multiplexed binary DMD patterns and their corresponding LED colors to approximate a target augmented reality (AR)
scene. In simulations and with a prototype benchtop display, we demonstrate hard-edge occlusions, plausible shadows, and also
gaze-contingent optimization of this novel display mode, which only requires a single spatial light modulator.
Index Terms—Augmented reality, computational displays, mutual occlusion.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) is widely believed to become a nextgeneration computing platform, well-poised to fundamentally change
how we consume information. By seamlessly augmenting digital content with a direct view of the physical world, optical see-through
augmented reality (OST-AR) systems in particular offer unprecedented experiences in a wide range of applications, including human–
computer interaction, communication, education, entertainment, and
medicine [4, 55]. However, current OST-AR displays fall short of offering seamless experiences, primarily because they neglect one of the
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most important depth cues of human vision: occlusion [8].
Occlusion describes a phenomenon where objects at some distance
to the user partially or fully block the light from objects at farther
distances. This cue provides the human visual system with important information about depth and failure to emulate occlusion not only
detracts from perceptual realism [34, 41], but could be dangerous, inducing user error in tasks involving spatial judgment [11]. Currentgeneration AR displays use optical combiners that additively superimpose the digital content displayed by a spatial light modulator (SLM)
on the physical world a user sees. These displays typically lack the
capability to block physical light, leading to an inability to emulate occlusion. This in turn causes digital content to appear semi-transparent
and unrealistic, especially in bright environments (see Fig. 1g).
Over the last few years, research has focused on developing
occlusion-capable AR displays, though with varying approaches offering either soft-edge (i.e., out-of-focus) or hard-edge (i.e., pixelprecise) occlusion control [3, 12, 14, 30, 45, 54]. Often, occlusion
is achieved using an additional SLM, such as a digital micromirror
device (DMD) or liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS), in the optical path

between the physical world and the user’s eye. However, this necessitates that the system has two SLMs: one for displaying the digital content and another for enabling occlusion control. Using multiple SLMs is impractical for AR systems, requiring significantly more
power and increasing the device form factor through increased complexity of the optical and electronic systems. Furthermore, maintaining pixel-precise and robust calibration of the two SLMs may be difficult, especially for long-term use.
In this work, we propose a new approach to enabling hard-edge mutual occlusion in OST-AR displays. Our approach uses only a single
SLM to generate both an occlusion mask that controls the physical
light reaching the user’s eye on a per-pixel basis and a digital image.
This unprecedented capability is enabled by the unique properties of
digital micromirror devices (DMDs), a reflective-type SLM consisting
of an array of tiny mirrors that can flip between two different orientations at a rate of tens of thousands of times per second. Whereas this
high-speed switching is typically used to create grayscale intensities
by temporally dithering a constant light source, our system uses these
mirrors to instead switch between a see-through state, which allows the
user to observe a small part of the real world reflected in a micromirror, and a reflective state, where the same mirror blocks light from
the scene in favor of light from an RGB light-emitting diode (LED).
By performing a content-dependent optimization of the micromirror
states and LED intensity, we demonstrate that it is possible to simultaneously block physical light in a pixel-precise manner and display a
target digital image.
Our primary contributions are that we:
1. Introduce an occlusion-capable OST-AR display that reduces
complexity by using only a single SLM for both the occlusion
mask and virtual content generation,
2. Develop a mixed binary/continuous factorization approach that
computes the DMD states and LED color values required to render both digital content and occlusion,
3. Demonstrate a gaze-contingent display mode that optimizes perceived image content for the foveal region of the display, and
4. Implement a proof-of-concept display prototype that demonstrates hard-edge occlusions for a range of scene compositions.
Overview of Limitations Although we demonstrate simultaneous
occlusion and image display with a single SLM, the proposed algorithm optimizes a trade-off between accuracy of the desired occlusion
mask and color fidelity of the digital image. Therefore, slight degradations of the display colors may be visible. Moreover, by shifting some
of the design complexity from hardware into software, our system requires increased computational resources compared with conventional
OST-AR displays.
2 R ELATED W ORK
In this work, we present the first technique to utilize the SLM used to
render virtual content to also provide a hard-edge occlusion mask for
OST-AR displays. This is achieved using an optimization-based approach for programming the states of this SLM. As such, the following section surveys previously demonstrated occlusion-capable OSTAR displays and optimization techniques for computational near-eye
displays.
2.1 Occlusion-capable OST-AR Displays
2.1.1 Global Dimming
Commercial OST-AR displays (e.g. Microsoft HoloLens, Magic Leap
One) are not able to provide accurate (mutual and hard-edge) occlusion. Often a neutral density filter is used to uniformly reduce the
brightness of the physical scene. Referred to as global dimming, this
can reduce the ghost-like appearance of virtual content, particularly in
bright environments. Mori et al. [48] recently proposed an adaptive
version of this approach using a single liquid crystal cell, whereby the
amount of dimming is dependent on the physical environment. However, this technique lacks spatial control and can detract from realism.

2.1.2

Soft-edge Occlusion

Placing an additional SLM in the optical path between the optical combiner and the user’s eyes can be used to selectively block light from the
physical scene [22, 45, 63]. However, this creates a blurred (or softedge) occlusion mask since the occlusion SLM is out of focus with
respect to the virtual image. It is possible to compensate for this by
extending the occlusion mask and computationally combining missing areas of the physical scene with images captured by an additional
scene camera [22]. However, such a system requires complex calibration and can detract from the allure of OST-AR by augmenting the
direct view of the physical scene [55].
Maimone and Fuchs [45] proposed a lensless multi-layer design using a system of three stacked LCD panels placed out of focus in front
of the eye. By computing a factored light field, occlusion masks were
realized by temporally switching the displayed image synchronously
with an optical shutter. Although the multi-layer light field approach
can in theory overcome some of the limitations of a single-layer blocking method and additionally demonstrate 3D occlusion in a relatively
compact form factor, it is subject to several limitations: a stack of
liquid crystal displays (LCDs) severely reduces the light transmission
of such a system; diffraction through the LCD pixels fundamentally
limits the optical resolution of a physical scene observed through the
LCDs; and the depth of field of the light field is low, resulting in
blurred occlusion masks at the distance of the physical objects. Therefore, none of these approaches is able to achieve truly hard-edge occlusion, limiting the perceptual realism of the display.
2.1.3

Hard-edge Occlusion

The out-of-focus nature of soft-edge occlusion-capable displays can
be addressed through the use of additional relay optics that first focus the physical scene onto the SLM and then re-image it onto the
user’s retina. This approach was first proposed by the seminal work
of Kiyokawa et al. [29, 30, 31]. Although effective at providing spatially controlled hard-edge occlusion, this approach requires a somewhat bulky optical system. Uchida et al. [62] proposed a similar system using a DMD, citing brightness advantages provided by the high
contrast ratio of the reflective SLM. Recently, Kim et al. [28] prototyped this optical design, adding mirrors to redirect the optical path
such that the user sees the physical scene directly behind the DMD.
Yamaguchi and Takaki [66] recently extended this type of AR display
using microlens array panels to produce an occlusion-capable integral
light field display. This system was highly compact and facilitated
3D hard-edge occlusion, however it was limited to a very narrow field
of view (4.3 degrees), diffraction artifacts, and as with all light-field
displays, the spatio-angular resolution trade-off. Similar to some previous work, we also use a DMD with relay optics to achieve hard-edge
occlusion. Unlike existing approaches, however, ours only requires a
single DMD instead of multiple SLMs to simultaneously generate virtual content and occlusion masks, reducing form-factor and removing
the need for careful SLM alignment.
Cakmakci et al. [3] improved upon Kiyokawa et al.’s work, using
polarization-based optics and a reflective LCoS in conjunction with
an organic light emitting diode (OLED) display to reduce form-factor,
resolution, and switching-speed. Gao et al. [12] proposed the use of
freeform optics, a two-layer folded optical architecture, along with
a reflective LCoS to create a compact, high-resolution, occlusioncapable OST-AR display. This work showed great promise for both
high optical performance and compact form factor, but it requires custom and expensive freeform lenses. Wilson and Hua [65] implemented
a similar architecture using off-the-shelf components, using advances
in SLM technology to demonstrate increased field of view, resolution,
and optical performance. Recently, Hamasaki and Itoh [14] and Rathinavel et al. [54] extended this work to demonstrate varifocal occlusioncapable OST-AR displays using mechanical motion of the SLM and
focus-tunable optics, respectively. Our work is complementary to all
of these approaches and could help reduce the complexity of systems
using either freeform lenses or varifocal AR displays.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the principle of a single-SLM occlusion-capable AR
display. Each pixel of the DMD can be flipped to one of two states. (a)
In one state, the mirror reflects light of the physical scene, R, toward
the user. (b) In the other state, the mirror reflects the light of an LED,
L, toward the user. By quickly flipping the state of the mirror during the
integration time of the user’s photoreceptors, this display is capable of
optimizing a set of DMD pixel states and LED color values to display
a target scene, O, with mutual occlusions between physical and digital
content.

2.2

Color Correction for OST-AR Displays

The additive superposition used by current generation OST-AR displays can also cause color distortion, since the user perceives the result of the displayed pixel color and the color of the current physical
scene seen through the HMD. As such, several color correction approaches [9, 21, 36, 58, 61] have been developed, using knowledge of
the physical scene to adjust rendered colors such that the final addition
produces the intended color. Recently Itoh et al. [23] proposed a new
paradigm that forms images by spatially subtracting colors of light. In
this way, knowledge of the scene and a spatial light modulator, could
be used to compute and display target color values. Our work can be
viewed as an extreme extension of this concept, since we use the degrees of freedom offered by the DMD to effectively dim the physical
scene component.
2.3

Factored Displays

Computational displays aim at shifting some of the design complexity
of a display from hardware to software. Formal optimization, and nonnegative matrix and tensor factorization in particular, have become
some of the most powerful algorithms driving computational displays,
for example to improve resolution [15, 16], dynamic range [6, 16, 59],
light field capabilities [16, 37, 64], color gamut [26], and other aspects of monitor and projection-based displays [46]. The algorithmic
approach proposed in this paper also builds on matrix factorization,
but we apply it to a novel application of enabling mutual occlusion
in OST-AR near-eye displays. Moreover, the inverse problem of optimizing binary DMD pixel states along with LED intensity values we
face is a mixed binary/continuous problem, which is significantly more
challenging than continuous problems proposed in these earlier works.
2.4

Computational Near-eye Displays

Computational near-eye displays are also an active area of research.
In particular, foveated near-eye displays [13, 27, 52] and near-eye displays with focus cues that mitigate the vergence–accommodation conflict [33] have seen much interest in recent years. Focus-supporting
near-eye displays include varifocal [1, 5, 10, 25, 32, 35, 40, 51, 60],
multifocal [2, 7, 18, 39, 40, 42, 43, 47, 49, 53, 56], and light field
displays [19, 20, 38, 44]. Our work aims at improving a complementary characteristic of near-eye displays (i.e., occlusion support) using
a similar strategy of co-designing optics and image processing.

3 I MAGE O PTIMIZATION
3.1 Image Formation
A digital micromirror device (DMD) is a reflective SLM that consists of a dense two-dimensional array of micro-electromechanical
(MEMS) mirrors. These mirrors can be individually flipped to one
of two states (i.e., ±12◦ ) at a rate of up to tens of thousands of times
per second. DMDs are conventionally used in digital light projectors
where each mirror reflects the light of some source, such as an LED,
toward either a projection screen or alternatively into a light dump.
Although each micromirror can only be set to a binary state of either
ON or OFF, grayscale intensity values can be created by temporally
dithering these binary patterns, and different colors can be displayed
by time-sequentially varying the LED’s hue.
In this work, we propose using a DMD in an unconventional way
specific to the needs of OST-AR displays. Again, the DMD reflects the
light from an LED toward the user in one state, but instead of redirecting it into a dump for the other state, we repurpose this mirror state to
reflect light from a physical scene toward the user instead. Therefore,
each micromirror is either in a see-through state, allowing the user to
directly observe the physical scene, or in a reflective mode where it
directs whatever color and intensity the LED is currently showing to
the user’s eye. Using fast temporal multiplexing, this display precisely
controls how much light from both the scene and the LED reaches the
user. This principle of operation is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Formally, we assume that the DMD contains a 2D array of w × h
micromirrors and that these are capable of switching their states T
times within the critical flicker fusion threshold of human vision, so it
updates at about 60T Hz. We then define the set of binary micromirror
states as D ∈ {0, 1}wh×T , where the rows of this matrix indicate the
vectorized spatial dimension and the columns the temporal variation
of each mirror. We further define the continuous states of an LED
with independent control of the red, green, and blue color channels as
L ∈ [0, 1]T ×3 , where the rows indicate time and the columns refer to
the three color channels. Finally, we define the target composite image
and incident real world light as O, R ∈ [0, 1]wh×3 . The vectorized
color image R represents the physical scene in front of the user, as
captured by a camera mounted on the user’s head. The target image
O contains both the physical scene and the digital content along with
mutual occlusions, shadows, and shading effects that are rendered into
O. Despite the need for a captured representation of the physical scene
for the optimization algorithm, the user directly views the scene at the
end reflected off the mirrors, so our approach is a true optical seethrough display.
Mathematically, we can express the image that the user observes,
b as a combination of the temporally varying LED intensity reflected
O,
by the DMD and the physical scene modulated by the inverse of the
same DMD pattern:
b = α DL + R − 1 R ◦ (D1T ×3 ),
O
T
T

(1)

where the first, second, and third term model digital content as shown
by LED and DMD, the direct-view physical scene, and the “crosstalk”
between the two accounting for the limited degrees of freedom of the
DMD in independently controlling LED and scene, respectively. The
matrix 1 contains only ones and the subscript on the 1 matrix gives
its dimensions. The ◦ operator denotes the Hadamard product, i.e.
element-wise multiplication. The scaling factor 1/T is required for
appropriate normalization, and the factor α accounts for the total intensity of the LED, which can be brighter than the physical scene. We
set this user-defined parameter to α = 3.
3.2 DMD Factorization
The inverse problem at hand is that of determining the set of temporally varying continuous LED values L and binary DMD mirror states
D that together with R approximate the target image in the best way.
To this end, we define the temporary variables O0 = (O − R) · T /α
and R0 = R/α and aim at minimizing the difference between the obb and the target image O by optimizing the following
served image O

Convergence

cost function:
1
b 2F = 1 kO0 − DL + R0 ◦ (D1T ×3 )k2F . (2)
kO − Ok
2
2

Since O0 is not nonnegative at all indices, commonly applied multiplicative update rules for nonnegative matrix factorization algorithms
tend to perform poorly. We instead turn to the rank-one residue update
proposed by Ho [17]. Using the following definition of the residue
matrix,
X

(3)
O0t , O0 −
Di L|i − R0 ◦ (Di 1|3 ) ,
i6=t

L|i

th

where Di and
are the i column and row of D and L, respectively,
we get the set of cost functions
Jt (D, L) = O0t − Dt L|t + R0 ◦ (Dt 1|3 )
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F

.

The optimal update for Dt is found to be
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Fig. 3. (left) The convergence plot shows, here for the example of the
teaser scene, that the proposed iterative algorithm converges in about
20–30 iterations. (right) Four of the factored binary DMD patterns and
corresponding RGB LED values are shown.
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where W ∈ [0, 1]wh×T is a weighting matrix that includes a relative
weight for how important each pixel is for the optimization and (·)2 is
defined element wise. In many cases, all elements of W are one, but
we could also weight the pixels in a gaze-contingent manner, setting
the weights of pixels in the fovea to one and those for peripheral pixels
to a lower value (see Sect. 6). Before we get to the update for Lt , let
us define two quantities,
yt = D|t (W ◦ (O0t + (R0 ◦ (Dt 1|3 ))),
zt = D|t (W ◦ Dt 1|3 ).
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With Equations 5 and 9 in hand, we have a set of simple update rules
that allow us to optimize DMD and LED patterns of this mixed binary/continuous problem in an iterative manner. Pseudocode for this
algorithm is outlined in Alg. 1 and source code will be made publicly
available.
Algorithm 1 DMD Factorization Algorithm
1: function FACTORIZE(O, R)
2:
O0 = (O − R) · T /α, R0 = R/α
3:
for each NMF iteration do
4:
for t = 1 . . . T do
5:
compute xt , yt , zt
6:
Dt ← x t > 0
7:
Lt ← (yt /zt ).clip(0, 1)
8:
end for
9:
end for
10:
return D, L
11: end function
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(5)
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The optimal update rule is then given by


[yt,i ]+
Lt,i ← min
,1 .
zt,i

Factored Binary DMD Pattern and LED Colors

. see Equations 6–8

3.3 Analysis
Although the proposed DMD factorization algorithm is iterative in nature, it usually converges in a few tens of iterations. For example,
Fig. 3 (left) shows the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) plotted for
an increasing number of iterations for the teaser scene. Although the
binary nature of this inverse problem makes this plot non-smooth, the
convergence is generally well-behaved.

Fig. 4. Photograph of our factored occlusion display and the Alice physical scene. (inset) Optical schematic of the prototype. Light from the
LED and physical scene are incident on the DMD from opposing but
equal angles, then reflected toward the viewer depending on the state
of each pixel.

The algorithm factors a target image into a set of binary DMD patterns and corresponding LED color values. We show 4 out of a total
of 48 DMD patterns and LED values for the teaser scene in Fig. 3
(right). When the LED is black (upper left pattern), the DMD selectively blocks incident physical light without adding any additional
light from the DMD. However, the color of the LED can take on arbitrary values for each of the DMD subframes.
4

I MPLEMENTATION

To evaluate the proposed approach to occlusion-capable OST-AR using a single SLM, we built a benchtop prototype (see Fig. 4). Component details, optical design, and system design are discussed in the
following.
Display. We use a Texas Instruments LightCrafter Digital Light
Projector unit, detaching the included lightbox module such that the
conventional OFF state of the DMD is redirected toward a physical
scene. To achieve even illumination of the DMD with the detached
lightbox, the RGB-LED was placed behind a Thorlabs N-BK7 ground
glass diffuser (1500 Grit) at the required angle of 24◦ from the normal.
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Fig. 5. Demonstration of factored occlusion for rendering hard-edge occlusion and mutually consistent shadows. We refer to the scenes, in order
from top to bottom, as armchair, elephant, and tea party. (left column) We combine each physical scene with a digital image to form a target
composition. (center left column) Unable to block light from the scene, a conventional beamsplitter configuration produces largely transparent renderings. (center right column) In comparison, the composition captured with our approach shows significant improvements to both light blocking and
color fidelity. Our factored occlusion algorithm computes (right column) the occlusion mask and digital content components, which multiplicatively
combine with the physical scene on the single SLM to best approximate the target composition.

We connect an Arduino Uno to obtain 8-bit control of each of the
RGB-LED color channels. The DMD itself has a resolution of 608 ×
684, a screen diagonal of 0.300 , and a maximum frame rate of 4000 Hz.
Optical Design. To minimize distortion and chromatic aberrations in the prototype, we use three Nikon Nikkor 50-mm f/2 camera lenses to focus the physical scene on the DMD: one to demagnify
the scene and two to relay and invert the image. Due to the bulkiness
of the Nikon imaging lenses and the incident angle required for the
DMD, the relay system is placed slightly further away (60 mm) from
the DMD than ideal (50 mm). This gives a field of view of approximately 8.7◦ . We do not correct for the sheared focal plane created by
the DMD (see Sect. 7 for discussion).
Recording Setup. A Canon EOS T5 Rebel camera with a Canon
EF-S 60 mm f/2.8 lens is used to capture photographs of the display. For each result presented in this paper the camera settings were:
23 mm, f/18, ISO-200, and 2 sec exposure time. Occlusion mask and
digital content factorizations are captured by blocking the light path
from the RGB-LED or physical scene, respectively.
System Control. We use the graphical user interface (GUI) provided by Texas Instruments to control the mirror states of the DMD.
A photograph with all mirrors turned to reflect the physical scene provides the knowledge of the background needed for our factorization
algorithm (see Sect. 3.2). For images presented in this work we implement our method in Matlab, running 30 iterations to ensure convergence. The resulting set of binary micromirror states (D) is uploaded
to the GUI as a series of 1-bit BMP files and the RGB-LED colors
(L) as 8-bit color values to a simple Arduino LED control program.
We also connect this Arduino to the DMD, facilitating synchronous
triggering of the micromirror and RGB-LED states. The GUI sets a
maximum number of patterns that can be loaded into memory, lim-

iting us to using 48 subframes per image. Although the DMD can
switch at up to 4000 Hz, we use a 5-ms-long subframe (200 Hz) to
minimize the effect of small errors in trigger synchronization on the
displayed image, giving a frame rate of approximately 4.2 Hz.
System Calibration. Before capturing results, we calibrate the
colors and intensities of light incident on the DMD from the physical
scene and RGB-LED. By positioning a small color calibration target
(Gretag Macbeth) in the physical scene, we first calibrate white balance of the recording camera. We then calibrate the intensities of each
color of the RGB-LED by adding different resistors to each LED until
it best matches the white target square in the scene. Finally, we adjust the lighting of the physical scene such that the intensities of white
LED color and target square match.
Emulating Conventional Beamsplitter Displays. In addition to
demonstrating occlusion-capable OST-AR, we use our display to emulate the image composition that would be obtained without any occlusion capability. This is achieved by capturing the digital image displayed on the DMD with the physical scene path blocked, representative of how it would conventionally be displayed on an SLM. We then
add the digital image to the image of the physical scene (linearized
using γ = 2.2).
5 R ESULTS
The rhino scene (Fig. 1) shows a result demonstrating hard-edge occlusion and the rendering of shadows using our benchtop prototype
(see supplementary material for simulation results). Comparing the
digital component of the factorization (Fig. 1d) to the original digital image (Fig. 1a) clearly shows the factorization working to create
a smooth rendering, despite the discontinuity of color and intensity in
the background. More red light must be added to compensate for the
areas where the rhino must occlude the green in the physical scene.

Similarly, other areas of the rhino require less occlusion. For example,
the algorithm takes advantage of the yellow color in the background
to help construct the digital image. The captured result (Fig. 1f) indeed shows an improvement in occlusion ability and rendered color
of the rhino compared to that produced by a conventional beamsplitter configuration (Fig. 1g). In particular, the ability to block light from
the physical scene means that realistic shadow effects can be rendered.
However, as one might expect, our method is not without its trade-offs.
It can be seen that the leaves of the tree are still visible through the
rhino rendering, with the system being unable to recreate the complex
shading of the rhino while simultaneously subtracting out the background.
In Fig. 5, we show several additional scenes demonstrating mutual
occlusion and rendering of shadows. Much like the rhino scene, the
conventional beamsplitter approach for these scenes results in digital
images that appear largely transparent and lacking in color. In particular, the chair in the armchair scene and table in the tea party scene are
barely visible. The tree in the elephant scene also creates noticeable
artifacts in the rendering of the elephant. In comparison, our proposed
factorization algorithm enables hard-edge occlusion, noticeably improving the rendering of these digital images, including the ability to
render shadows. The factored occlusion mask and digital-only components show the concurrent addition and subtraction of light that makes
this possible. For example, on the left side of the elephant rendering,
patches that are more pink in color are present, corresponding to regions where color compensation is required to properly occlude the
dark green color of the tree. While the armchair and elephant scenes
are almost indistinguishable from their target compositions, the tea
party scene shows noticeable deviation in the rendering of the table.
Again, as with the rhino scene, this illustrates the trade-off between
addition and subtraction of light within the optimization problem. In
this case, the algorithm favors correctly rendering the brightly colored
parts of the image (the teapot and cup), leaving the table overly blue
and transparent. The perceptual effects of this trade-off can be mitigated by a locally weighted factorization, as discussed in the following.

6

TOWARD G AZE - CONTINGENT D ISPLAY

Using the weighting matrix W (Sect. 3.2), we can directly influence
the relative importance of each scene part when the factorization algorithm has to make trade-offs. This enables a gaze-contingent display mode, where the weights of the region that the user fixates, i.e.
the foveal region, are higher than those in the periphery of the user’s
visual field. In this way, we demonstrate gaze-contingent occlusion
display by optimizing the perceived image quality primarily for the
foveal display region. As proof of concept, we select the gaze position manually, but we envision this being continuously updated using
eye-tracking technology, as demonstrated in previous work for other
near-eye display techniques [51].
The bird scene (Fig. 6) shows an example of the improvement attainable with gaze-contingent optimization, as captured using our prototype. The target composition contains both red and blue bird images
on a green and orange background, respectively. This forces a rendering trade-off between adding red while reducing green or adding blue
while reducing orange. The naı̈ve global optimization lacks in color
intensity and fine details, as expected. Including a weighting matrix
(refer to the supplement for further details) to favor the region of the
blue bird noticeably improves the intensity of the blue and the finer
details of the bird’s wings are now discernable. On the other hand, the
red bird fades in color and occludes the tree in the scene less; however,
we do not expect this to be noticeable since it would be in the periphery of the visual field. Weighting the red bird instead reverses this,
with the red bird exhibiting stronger color and occlusion and the blue
bird losing intensity and detail. However, the birds are separated such
that we do not expect them to be fixated simultaneously when using a
near-eye display, and thus eye-tracked rendering in this way is viable.

Target Composition

Gaze-contingent Optimization

Global Optimization

Gaze-contingent Optimization

Fig. 6. Photographs of the gaze-contingent factored occlusion display
mode with the bird scene. (top left) We create a target scene containing digital images of two different birds. With starkly different colors and
physical backgrounds to occlude, (bottom left) applying our approach to
form a best global approximation produces a composition that resembles, but cannot fully replicate this target. However, in a near-eye display system, the birds are likely to be viewed separately, allowing gazecontingent rendering. We demonstrate that including a gaze-contingent
weighting in our approach improves the rendering of the fixated object.
(top right) Weighting the region containing the blue bird improves its
color fidelity and increases the level of detail. (bottom right) Similarly,
weighting the red bird improves its color fidelity and occlusion of the
tree.

7

D ISCUSSION

In summary, we introduce a new type of occlusion-capable OST-AR
system, employing a single DMD to multiplicatively merge physical
scene and digital content light paths on a pixel-by-pixel basis. We
derive a factorization algorithm to optimize time-multiplexed binary
DMD patterns and LED colors to approximate a target AR scene.
This approach reduces the transparency and color artifacts produced
by a conventional beamsplitter configuration and removes the additional SLM required by previously demonstrated occlusion-capable
systems. Here we discuss the current limitations of the technique and
current prototype, and suggest possible directions for future work.
Dynamic Range Limitations Our approach is unique in that it
facilitates the use of the same SLM to both render digital content and
hard-edge occlusion. This reduction in hardware complexity comes
at the cost of a trade-off between proper occlusion and accurate color
rendering. Although we derive a formal factorization algorithm to optimize this problem, the system is inherently limited in dynamic range.
In many scenes, the rendering may necessarily be less accurate than in
a system with multiple SLMs. We demonstrate this in Fig. 7, simulating the rendering of a complex target, forcing the rendering and
occlusion of multiple different color combinations concurrently. Although significantly better than that produced by a conventional additive beamsplitter configuration, it is clear that the algorithm struggles
to add all the light required to maintain color fidelity while also subtracting light for full occlusion. This can be locally improved by using
the gaze-contingent optimization approach, but at the cost of further
degrading other areas, as demonstrated by the selected region crops.
Perceptually-driven Optimization. The factorization algorithm
we present is driven by a least squares loss function applied to linear
intensities. While this works well for many scenes in practice (e.g.,
Figs. 1 and Fig. 5), reformulating the objective to minimize the error
in a perceptually more uniform space, such as CIE Lab, could further
improve the perceived quality of the results – albeit at the cost of increased computation. Kauvar et al. [26], for example, implemented a
perceptually uniform loss for factored spectral displays which can be
readily applied to our method. We leave this effort for future work.
Computational Requirements. The proposed system reduces
hardware complexity at the cost of increased computational require-
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SSIM: 0.87
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Fig. 7. Rainbow scene simulations demonstrating dynamic range limitations. We simulate a complex target composition: vertical rainbow
patterns represent the physical scene and horizontal ones represent
the digital content. This forces the algorithm to attempt to render and
occlude many different color combinations concurrently. A conventional
beamsplitter configuration results in large intensity and color artifacts.
Our approach shows significant improvement in replicating the target, as
demonstrated by the increased peak signal-to-noise ratio (PNSR) and
structural similarity (SSIM) index values, although there are still some
color artifacts and regions where the virtual overlay fails to completely
occlude the background. We select two such regions and demonstrate that although the overall correspondence to the target decreases,
gaze-contingent optimization improves the rendering accuracy of these
regions. For direct comparison, we show enlarged views and calculate PNSR and SSIM for these regions across all discussed rendering
modes.

ments. We obtain runtimes of about 15 seconds with an unoptimized
Matlab implementation of the algorithm. However, although not immediately straightforward to implement, the proposed optimization
consists almost entirely of matrix-based calculations and converges
in only a few iterations, thus GPU implementation could enable near
real-time frame rates, as demonstrated for other types of factored
displays [64]. Moreover, computing resources on wearable devices
quickly advance with custom processors being commercially deployed
to optimize AR-specific task execution. Algorithms like the proposed
could become a part of future application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs).
Alignment Challenges. Factored occlusion is based on a pixelprecise optimization given a known physical scene, and as such, requires an RGB image of this scene as it would be seen by the user.
Since an RGB-depth camera would likely be needed to guide spa-

tial mapping, including determining boundaries needed for mutual occlusion rendering, this would not mandate any additional hardware.
With both the camera and the DMD rigidly fixed, and eye-tracking
functionality also seeing increased inclusion in HMDs, a homography
transformation could be used to map the camera image to a perspective aligned to the user’s viewpoint. Inaccuracy in this transformation,
though likely only a few pixels if implemented well, would result suboptimal virtual and physical scene combinations, manifesting as color
or occlusion artifacts (refer to the supplement for an example).
Furthermore, factored occlusion is currently effective only for static
images, since scene motion within the rendering time would result
in more significant misalignment. However, this is only limited by
current computation speed, and thus real-time rendering with a GPU
implementation could enable extension to moving scenes.
Optical Design Improvements. In this work we present a proofof-concept implementation to demonstrate the operation of this new
type of occlusion-capable OST-AR system. As such, our optical stack
leaves out a few refinements. First, we do not correct for the the
shearing of the focal plane induced by the DMD micromirror tilt.
As demonstrated previously [50], this is straightforward to overcome
with transmissive or reflective diffraction optics. Second, the small
field of view we observe is limited by the size of the DMD and the
relatively long focal length of the relay optics. The use of a larger
DMD and higher optical power, or even custom, optics could greatly
improve this. Finally, although we demonstrate a monocular, fixedfocus prototype, our method is complementary to and can be combined
with efforts to develop optics for varifocal [54, 65] and binocular displays [29]. As recently demonstrated by Kim et al. [28], employing
mirrors to redirect the optical path of the physical scene could also be
used to allow a user to see-through a real scene in the original direction.
System Miniaturization. Significant progress has also been
made in reducing the device form factor of occlusion-capable systems [3, 65]. Although we reduce the number of SLMs required and
thus enable shrinking the optical engine footprint, our current prototype uses rather bulky focusing optics. Despite having bulky optics,
we place no limits on the type of optical elements that could be used,
allowing a multitude of paths forward toward miniaturization.
Display Improvements. The DMD in our prototype is well short
of the current state of the art. Off-the-shelf displays with higher pixel
densities (over 1920 × 1080) and switching speeds (over 22 kHz) are
readily purchasable. Simply swapping out our DMD with a new one
could therefore both markedly improve the resolution of the scenes
we demonstrate and also enable faster overall frame rates beyond the
human flicker fusion threshold. Further evidencing the potential of
DMD-based display systems, the technology has also recently seen
adoption in commercial display devices such as Avegant’s VR and AR
headsets.
Advancing electrochromatic mirror technology could also see the
development of new display technologies [24, 57]. One such technology could be an array of switchable mirrors: the functional equivalent
of a transmissive DMD. With these emerging SLM designs, we would
no longer require a folded optical path for the physical scene, and the
virtual image can be projected from the side as is typical in modern
near-eye displays. Co-design of this type of transmissive DMD with
our factored occlusion approach would represent a significant step forward in OST-AR system design.
8 C ONCLUSION
Achieving accurate hard-edge occlusion is critical in realizing seamless, perceptually realistic OST-AR experiences. With this work, we
present a computational approach to achieving such occlusion, forgoing the traditional additive approach and instead computing a multiplicative blend of real and digital content on a single SLM. We
demonstrate in simulations and on a prototype benchtop display the
ability to render hard-edge occlusions and plausible shadows, and further demonstrate a gaze-contingent optimization of this novel display
mode. Going forward, accurate rendering of hard-edge occlusion in

OST-AR systems will require advances in optical assembly, such as
those from the myriad efforts complementary to our own, but also
novel computational strategies to overcome the physical impossibility of creating negative light. Factored occlusion represents the first in
this line of computational approaches.
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